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SCC,
ByLarry Hutchinson

Penn State Veterinary Science Extension
UNIVERSITY PARK Americans, private and governmental, like to

use initials to abbreviateall sorts ofthings.
Mastitis reporting is no exception. We have an entire “alphabet soup”

of abbreviations. What do these letters, and the numbers that go with
themmeanfor your herd?

see
SomaticCell Count - TheSCC is acount of somatic or body cells inmilk.

This includes white blood cells or leukocytes as well as the cells that line
the of the udder. When the SCC is elevated or increasedmostofthis
increase is due to white blood cells migrating to the udder from the
bloodstream inresponse to injury or infection in the udder.

DMSCC
Direct Microscopic Somatic Cell Count - One method of evaluation of

bulk tank milk quality is to examine a milk smear under a microscope
and count the somatic cells. This is called the DMSCC. Your milk plant
may be reportingthis countto you on a monthlybasis.

Wisconsin Mastitis Test - This is another test for somatic cells in bulk
tank milk. Unlike the DMSCC which is a direct counting method, the
WMT is an indirectme&o- ~e. Milk ismixed with achemical that thickens
in the presence of somat.c cells. The more somatic cells present, the
thicker the solution. WMTscores aremeasured inmillimetersor mm.

California Mastitis Test - like the WMT, the CMT measuresthickening
of a milk and chemical mixture. Usually,CMT is employedas anon-farm
test of individual quarter milk rather than for bulk tank milk. CMT
readings are estimated as negative, trace 1,2,3 with higher readings
indicating agreater degreeof thickening.'

DHIA-SCC
Dairy Herd Improvement Association Somatic Cell Count - About half

of the DHIA herds in Pennsylvania are on a somatic cell count program.
Participating herds have a milk sample from each lactating cow tested
monthlyfor somaticcell count.

The test is run at the DHIA lab on an electronic cell counting machine
known as the Fossomatic. The cow counts are coded from 1to 9 with each
code number representing a range of 250,000 cells. Example: Code 1 = 0-
250,000; Code 2 = 250,000to 500,000, etc.

■y
CMT: at least 90% ofquarters negative ortrace.
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CMT, DMSCC, WMT, what do they mean?
What do these tests mean to your herd? As bulk tank counts, either

DMSCC or WMT go up, production goes down. That’s becausethe count is
directly related to the number of infected quarters in your herd and in-
fected quartersproduce lessmilk than non-mfected.

% % reduction in
infected herd

DMSCC WMT quarters milk production
250.000 3 8 0
500.000 3 16 2
750.000 11 24 4
1,000,000 14 32 6
1.250.000 17 40 8 '

1.500.000 20-22 48 10
The CMT run on individual quarter milk also “shows a direct correlation

between test reading, infection, and somatic cell count As CMT reading in-
creases, milk production from that quarter is decreased.

% decrease
in productionCMT reaction Somatic cell count

negative 0-200,000
trace 150,000-500,000 7.5

1 400,000-1,500,000 14
2 800,000-5,000,000 23
3 over 5,000,000 34

Herds on the DHIA-SCC receive on their monthly reports SCO’s on
individual cows. They also receive a summary sheet that includes an
average SCC expressedboth as a code number (suchas 1.8) and as a cell
count (such as 325,000). The number and percent of cows in the various
code categories are also included in the summary. The average percent
of Pennsylvania DHIA-SCC cows by somatic cell counts are: codes 1and
2 - about80percent; codes3,4,5,6 - about 10percent; codes 7,8,9 - about 10
percent.

Since high counts whether quarter, cow, or tank result in lost
- production, high counts costyou money. Why not set some goalsforyour
farm in order to reduce the dollar drain of mastitis? Here are some
suggested goals. If you’re doingthis well already, you may want to set
more ambitious goals for your ownfarm:

Bulk tank count: DMSCC of300,000 or lessor WMTof4 or less.
DHIA-SCC: at least65 percent Code 1 cows; at least 85 percent Code 1

and 2 cows.
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Kraiburg Happy MooMats
IDEAL FOR EVERY FREE OR TIE STALL BARN

For new free and tie stall barns, mats can be cemented in concrete.
For existing barns, mats can be anchored on top of concrete.
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CREIITZBURGf INC.
Livestock Supplies

On The Farm Service-PH: 717-768-7181
Open Daily - 8 to 5; Saturday 8 to 3
★ PRODUCTS ARE AVAILABLE BY MAIL

SUPPLIESFOP ALL YOUR
FARMING NEEDS

■ ECI Dairy Supplies ■ AnchorAnimal Health
;
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■ WIC BarnEquipntent ■ Ear Tigs & Leg Bands

Send For CREUTZBURG, INC.
FREE CATALOG; Lincoln Highway East, Box 7

Paradise, PA 17562
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